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GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE MASTERPLAN

Within the site, the green infrastructure will play a key role
in creating a diverse and active environment for the local
community. This will be achieved through providing a wide
variety of functions within the green space and enhancing the
existing landscape.
The plan opposite illustrates the different forms of Green
Infrastructure that run throughout the Site and locations of play
spaces that can be integrated within it. Different typologies
create a layered and multifaceted landscape composition.
The green infrastructure will be the setting of the development
and looks to create connectivity through the Site, expressed as
a series of permeable and legible links, nodes and spaces.
These are further defined according to a hierarchy of primary,
secondary and tertiary nodes and primary and secondary links
connecting green spaces. Landmarks and features serve as
orientating points within the landscape to encourage legibility.
Routes between nodes draw users through and around the
site.

SUSTAINABLE DESIGN PRINCIPLES
The aspiration to create a genuinely sustainable development
informs every aspect of the proposed development. One of
the key sustainable design principles is that consistent and
integrated green infrastructure will serve to unify all other
development components and play a major part in the creation
of a genuinely sustainable development.

LANDSCAPE DESIGN STRATEGY
The design of both hard and soft landscape components will
follow similar sustainable design principles to those for new
buildings.
The materials palette will be restricted and emphasis will be
placed upon the use of local materials with low embodied
energy. The layout and design details will reflect the North
Cornish vernacular and be timeless, robust, simple and
understated.
Unnecessary clutter or variety of materials will be avoided.
Generally, the design of hard and soft landscape elements
will be led by and integrated with the masterplan development
layout.

DRAINAGE STRATEGY

GREEN STREETS

The subsoil in most areas of the site allows for sustainable
urban drainage systems (SuDS) to be installed and to function
successfully.

The following aspirations have been set to achieve high quality
streets that integrate with the existing town, the North Cornish
context and the proposed green infrastructure components;

The masterplan and drainage strategy has been developed
in tandem with the ecology, recreation space and landscape
strategies to create a fully integrated green infrastructure
framework ensuring their functions are woven into the green
infrastructure proposals.

• The design of the public realm should incorporate attractive
integrated elements that are distinctively North Cornish and
which are inherently sustainable due to the use, as far as
possible, of locally sourced materials. This strategy will also
assist the local economy;

The site wide drainage strategy broadly has two approaches.
For areas of the Growth Area away from the Chapel Stream
corridor where infiltration is sufficient, soakaways are located in
carefully positioned areas of public open space.
Closer to the stream where the infiltration rates are not suitable
for soakaways the surface water runoff will be dealt with by
storage in ponds along the Chapel Stream green corridor.
Some attenuation maybe necessary within the development
plots in underground attenuation. Where this occurs the
tributaries could be used to convey surface water from the
outfall of these attenuation facilities to the Chapel Stream.
It is envisaged that the conveyance of surface water to the
ponds will be by a series of swales incorporated within the
street layout where achievable as an integral part of the urban
form.

PLANTING STRATEGY
Structural planting will generally be native species, reinforcing
the local distinctiveness of the area. The planting palette
includes species best suited to the challenging coastal and
ground conditions and also includes edible fruit and nut trees.
These will be planted as street trees in accordance with the
developments sustainable food strategy.
Within the Chapel Stream valley and other green corridors
locally native tree and shrub species will be planted to maintain
and enhance existing planting and foster wild life habitats.
Locally sourced specimens will enhance the likelihood of
successful plant establishment.
Advanced planting is to be considered to establish a
contextually sensitive and sustainable landscape framework.
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• Create a series of linked urban streets and green corridors
that have a clearly defined role and function;
• Establish a clear hierarchy between different streets and
spaces to establish a distinct urban character and define
areas that are principally public or private;
• Provide a street hierarchy that is integrated with the green
infrastructure strategy by the provision of clear, safe and
attractive linked green corridors between the Chapel Stream
valley and formal public recreation space;
• Create an environment that offers value for money and
which can be managed and maintained effectively over
time;
The site is traversed by a number of farm tracks and a public
rights of way.
These include the track from Quintrell Road to Gusti Veor, the
track running between the farmsteads of Gusti Veor and Gusti
Vean, the access road to Gusti Vean from the road to Chapel
and an east-west track that leads from Trevenson Road. The
public right of way traverses the site from Gusti Vean in the
south to the northern end of Quintrell Road.

RECREATION SPACE
The location and quality of formal recreation space will be
achieved through a combination of the use of appropriate
space within the masterplan, existing common land and the
sharing of existing sports pitches with local schools outside the
site area.
Refer to the fabrik play strategy document for further
information on the approach to formal and informal play, types
of play and requirements.
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FIGURE 1.3 - GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE PLAN
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OPEN SPACE PROVISION
The table and plan opposite shows the open space provision
based on Cornwall Council’s guidance on Open Space “Opeis generated in accordance with the “Cornwall Site
Allocations Development Plan Document (Allocations DPD)
March 2017: Newquay”.
Table NQ4 shows the open space space requirements for
Newquay.

FIGURE 1.4 - OPEN SPACE PROVISION TABLE
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FIGURE 1.5 - OPEN SPACE TYPOLOGIES DIAGRAM
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TREE STRATEGY
Tree planting within the proposed development will be key in
visually determining primary, secondary and tertiary routes.
The trees, along with the types of hard materials used, will be
vital in communicating the type of route and in changing the
character and types of use.
Street trees will also be used to introduce or disperse the
character areas such as allotment or orchards and pull the
character through the street.

PRIMARY ROUTE
Tree planting at regular intervals will create a visually
striking street scene to all users. Tree planting will also
be carried out at key junctions along the primary routes.
These routes will also be planted with hedging offering
a buffer zone between pedestrians and vehicles where
appropriate.

SECONDARY ROUTE
Tree planting at regular intervals and in small groups with
fastigiate or columnar varieties where there are breaks
in-between the planting along the route.
Tree planting again will be carried out at key junctions.
These routes will also be planted with hedging where
appropriate.

TERTIARY ROUTE
Smaller scale tree planting focusing on Fruit tree planting
along the route. Where walling allows espalier trees will
be trained.
These areas will be also be planted with seasonal shrub
planting and ground cover.
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Green Infrastructure
FIGURE 1.6 - TREE STRATEGY PLAN
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STREET HIERARCHY TREE STRATEGY
The proposed tree planting strategy visually informs the type of
streetscape to the user. The tree strategy is key in defining the
types of tree forms, scale and user interaction, which in turn
defines the usability and comfort of the streets.

PRIMARY ROUTES
The use of larger scale trees places in a uniform avenue
running either side of a central carriageway. A soft verge with
planting would offer a buffer between the main access route
and pedestrian paths and cycle ways. generous frontages
to the private dwellings would offer another layer for the
residents.

SECONDARY ROUTES
A smaller scale of tree compared with Primary routes will
offer a noticeable visual definition. Depending on the street
arrangement a planted verge to both or one side separating
the pedestrian paths from the main carriageway. Tree
planting will still form an avenue, but staggered and able to
accommodate street parking and any traffic calming.

FIGURE 1.7 - PRIMARY STREET

TERTIARY ROUTES
The smallest scale of tree planting. Trees will be more
informally places along the street, incorporated into traffic
calming along with wider landscaped verges.
Areas of planting at key junctions will allow for community
planting and allotment type planting as well as fruit trees.
Espalier trees will be placed where walling allows.
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FIGURE 1.8 - TYPICAL PRIMARY STREET VISION
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FIGURE 1.9 - SECONDARY STREET
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FIGURE 1.11 - TERTIARY STREET
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FIGURE 1.10 - TYPICAL SECONDARY STREET VISION
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FIGURE 1.12 - TYPICAL TERTIARY STREET VISION
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URBAN FOOD STRATEGY

ASPIRATIONS

ALLOTMENTS WITHIN NANSLEDAN

HEALTHY LIVING

The ‘Food Strategy’ is a stand alone document which is
one component of the broader Sustainability Strategy for
Nansledan.

It is proposed that the Food Strategy for the Nansledan
development should have five over arching objectives, namely:

Walled allotments that fall within a 400 metres or 5 minute walk
from any given house will be provided.

• To reduce the negative environmental impacts of food

Their location will be correlated with LEAPs (Local Equipped
Area of Play) to provide an attractive, practical and integrated
community recreation facility that is family friendly and will
encourage the production of food locally. This approach is in
accordance with the developments sustainable food production
strategy.

Community gardens and squares are distributed throughout
the development layout to provide convenient and
appropriately located outdoor public recreation space,
correlated with the location of walled allotments, Local Areas
for Play (LAPs) and Locally Equipped Areas for Play (LEAPs).

Food issues have been considered from a strategic level since
the initial outline planning application. The reason for initiating
a Sustainable Food Strategy was due to the Duchy of Cornwall
considering food to be an essential component of a sustainable
lifestyle. Additionally, effort should be made during the
planning process to ensure that facilities are provided within
the new development to make sustainable lifestyle choices
easier for the inhabitants of Newquay.
The scale of proposed new growth area means that it can also
provide a catalyst for change within the broader Newquay
area. Integrating healthy and sustainable food considerations
into the proposed development could make a significant
contribution to meeting the objectives of the development’s
Sustainability Strategy.

• To improve residents’ health through food
• To support a vibrant food economy
• To celebrate and promote Cornish food culture
• To strengthen the foundations of Newquay’s food security.

DEVELOPMENT OF A NEWQUAY FOOD
STRATEGY PARTNERSHIP
The Food Strategy should be developed in such a way that
local stakeholders feel ownership of, and accountability for, the
strategy and its implementation. It should also be financially
independent, ideally with a range of funding sources to ensure
that the wide range of social, environmental and health
objectives are represented and championed.

The design of allotments will vary according to location. There
will, however, be some typical standard layout arrangements
and facilities specifications which will apply to all allotments
A number of locations for allotments will be combined with
community gardens and LEAPs making them part of the
destination space and encouraging use.
The planting palette includes edible fruit and nut trees to
accord with the developments sustainable food production
strategy.

EDIBLE STREETS WITHIN NANSLEDAN
Edible streets is the idea of allotments spreading out into the
residential streets, allowing people to access edible species
such as fruit trees and herbs.
The strategy aims to encourage people to use the surrounding
landscape for more than just visual amenity, engaging with
their surroundings and encouraging edible planting in the wider
street scene.
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Green Infrastructure
SETTING / CORNISH VERNACULAR
The simple design principle of a landscape materials palette
being restricted, and with emphasis being placed upon the use
of local materials, will reinforce the sense of place and setting
of the proposed development.
These set of design rules will then be applied over the
multiple phasing of the masterplan and will ultimately ensure
the reflection of the North Cornish vernacular whilst being
timeless, robust, simple and understated.
The proposed development should pick up on local elements
to ground the site and reinforce its sense of locality and
identity. This will be achieved through the use of local material
natural and man made forms such as low walls, local types of
hedging ( Curvy Wavy / Crinkle Crankle / “Jack and Jill” ), local
stone and natural features.
The design of community and public spaces will reflect the
North Cornish urban vernacular.
The proposed planting palette draws its inspiration from native
species that are suitable for both urban and coastal planting.
A relatively restricted palette of trees, shrubs and herbaceous
plants has been selected in order to provide a distinctive local
character that is proven to be well suited to the strong winds
and poor soil conditions.
Where appropriate, existing Cornish hedges and other features
will be retained to not only provide habitat mitigation but also to
enhance local distinctiveness.
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